WHAT IS IT?
A STAFF WEEK of intensive French language learning and cultural activities.

WHO CAN TAKE PART?
All staff of universities who would like to brush up their French in one of the most beautiful parts of France, and discover the French culture. [Max. 3 persons per university, not open to real beginners]

WHEN?
The programme will start on June 17th (expected arrival of all participants on June 16th) and end on the 21st (expected departure on 22nd).

ACTIVITIES
- 20 hrs of French language classes;
- Visit of the historical cities of Annecy and Chambéry;
- Excursions to the mountains and/or lakes
- Optional excursion to Chamonix (to the top of the Aiguille du Midi) on Saturday 22 June at an additional price.

WHERE?
In Chambéry (Jacob-Bellecombette campus), near the borders with Switzerland and Italy. Several excursions and activities around Chambéry will be organised.
We have pre-booked a quota of rooms at the Kyriad Chambéry centre Curial with attractive prices: SINGLE B&B rooms (66€) or SUPERIOR APARTMENT B&B (78€) which can be shared by 2 participants. Prices include breakfast. Rooms have been reserved until 26 April 2019.

The Kyriad Hotel is comfortable and located in the city center of Chambéry. All excursions organized during the staff week will depart from the Kyriad hotel.

To book a room and benefit from the negotiated price, please contact the hotel directly by e-mail or phone and indicate the code “USMB Staff Week”.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OFFICE
27, rue Marcoz 73 000 Chambéry (France)
+33 479 758 317 - internationalweek@univ-smb.fr
www.univ-smb.fr/international/accents/

Two separate rates, depending on partnerships (ongoing Erasmus agreement or bilateral agreement) that exist between the candidates’ home universities and the Université Savoie Mont Blanc:
♦ Special rate for partner university members: 220€
OR
♦ Registration fee for non-partner university members: 300€

What does it include?
♦ INCLUDED: tuition fees, excursions, 2 dinners.
♦ NOT INCLUDED: accommodation (6 nights), transportation to and from Chambéry, meals (lunches + 3 dinners), & all additional personal expenses.

Optional excursion to Chamonix on Saturday 22 June at an additional price: 50€, including transportation from Chambéry to Chamonix way and back + the entrance ticket to the top of the Aiguille du Midi.

CONTACT